INTRODUCTION
============

GEPAS, which stands for Gene Expression Profile Analysis Suite, is a web tool designed and oriented to the analysis of DNA microarray gene expression experiments. The emphasis in the development of new tools for GEPAS has been driven by the requirements of data analysis in the most active fields using microarray technologies, which are, without doubt, biomedical applications \[e.g. ([@b1]--[@b4])\]. As a consequence, much stress has been put on the implementation of proper methods for gene selection, predictors, CGH-arrays and functional annotation of experiments. More classical data analysis approaches, such as clustering, have also been incorporated into GEPAS, as well as different options for data preprocessing.

GEPAS has been conceived as an integrated web-based pipeline for the analysis of gene expression patterns where different methods can be used within an integrated interface that provides a user-friendly environment to end users. The way in which the methods are connected has been designed to guide the user by suggesting all the available possibilities to continue with the analysis and to prevent possible inappropriate uses of the tools.

GEPAS, which was originally the backbone of the pipeline of microarray data analysis of the CNIO, was made public three years ago and first published in 2003 ([@b5],[@b6]). In the years since, GEPAS has become a *de facto* standard for many researchers and its use has undergone a spectacular growth. In terms of the scope of analysis, GEPAS is the most complete web-based resource that can be found nowadays.

Our aim is to keep GEPAS 'living' by the continuous addition of new algorithms. Here we report the new modules, some trends observed in its use and some novelties.

SCOPE OF GEPAS
==============

As previously mentioned, GEPAS is experiment oriented. This means that facilities for data manipulation such as rows and columns management are deliberately absent in its design. With the exception of the module DNMAD, which can take as input Genepix (Axon instruments) GPR files from a scanner (see below), GEPAS accepts as input data already preselected (usually coming from a database) in a very simple format: a tab-delimited text file containing genes in rows and experiments in columns (except the first column, which contains the identifiers for the genes).

Several preprocessing facilities are provided. These are normalization along with different kinds of data transformation such as missing value imputation, filtering of 'flat' patterns and extraction of genes based on functional properties.

GEPAS permits two main types of experimental designs: those oriented towards class discovery, for which different clustering methods are available, and those related to supervised questions, which include mainly gene selection and building predictors. GEPAS includes two tools for dealing with both of these problems.

In addition, there is a great interest now in tools that allow CGH-arrays to be handled. GEPAS includes a module for mapping either genomic or mRNA hybridizations over the corresponding chromosomal locations, with different facilities for data visualization.

Finally, GEPAS provides a module for functional annotation of experiments that includes the popular FatiGO ([@b8]), as well as a variety of new tools.

GEPAS AT A GLANCE
=================

GEPAS includes a number of interconnected tools implemented as individual modules that can be used either independently or within the pipeline ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Since the previous version ([@b6]), GEPAS has undergone a number of technical improvements which have not had much impact on its external aspect but have notably changed its performance. Internal links among modules have been improved and redesigned in order to avoid wrong pathways in the pipeline. Some CPU-intensive modules have been moved to dedicated computers (in particular DNMAD, Pomelo and Tnasas). The structure of GEPAS is as follows.

Preprocessing
-------------

*DNMAD* ([@b9]) is for normalization using print-tip loess ([@b10],[@b11]) (<http://www.bioconductor.org>), with different possibilities. Some additional options have been included in this new version: the possibility of using a spot\'s flags, optional use of background subtraction and the possibility of using global loess (instead of print-tip). We have also included a better management of flagged dots, new diagnostic plots (the density plots for either raw or background-corrected red and green channels) and automatic dye-swap. DNMAD can take as input Genepix (Axon instruments) GPR files.

*Preprocessor* ([@b12]) performs some preprocessing of the data (log-transformations, standardizations, imputation of missing values, etc.). Data can also be filtered on the basis of their functional labels \[GO terms ([@b13])\] using the Knowledge Filtering module ([@b6]).

*IDconverter*, a new module, maps lists of accession numbers and identifiers among different clone, gene or protein standards. IDconverter includes distinct levels of information such as gene level (gene HUGO name, Ensembl gene, Unigene cluster, LocusLink, RefSeq, gene location, gene description), clone level (Affymetrix, GenBank accession number, IMAGE Clone ID) and protein level (SwissProt, TrEMBL, now UNIPROT). Chromosomal locations are obtained from Ensembl.

Analysis
--------

*Unsupervised clustering* includes different methods such as aggregative clustering ([@b14]), SOTA ([@b15],[@b16]), SOM ([@b17]), *K*-means ([@b18]) (which is a new addition in this version of GEPAS) and SOM-Tree ([@b19]).

*Supervised analysis* includes *Gene selection*. Analysis of genes differentially expressed between two or more classes, related to a continuous experimental factor (e.g. the concentration of a metabolite) or to survival is performed by the module Pomelo ([@b6]). Different methods for multiple testing adjustment are included ([@b20]--[@b22]).*Predictors*. The module Tnasas (for 'This is not a substitute for a statistician') implements a simple, although effective, way of building class predictors from microarray data. The error rate is computed taking into account the effect of gene selection and is not biased downwards by the 'selection bias' problem so common in many microarray studies \[e.g. ([@b23],[@b24])\].

For the *analysis of CGH-arrays*, given the growing interest in microarray-based CGH (array CGH) ([@b25]), we have expanded the capabilities of the InSilicoCGH tool, which allows the mapping of the results of microarray hybridizations onto chromosome coordinates. The InSilicoCGH module has been designed for the simultaneous analysis of genomic and mRNA hybridizations on the same expression array. It can also deal with BAC-arrays. We have added a new option: the zoom. This magnifies the view of the desired chromosomal location in order to facilitate detection of the precise position of chromosomal gains and losses; in general, it allows hybridization values at gene level to be viewed in more detail. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} is a screenshot of the zoom tool.

Functional analysis of experiments
----------------------------------

Functional annotation of microarray experiments is an important aspect of analysis that very few packages incorporate. Several modules for functional annotation of microarray experiments are available. These programs, along with similar ones, are discussed in an accompanying paper by our group ([@b7]) *FatiGO* ([@b8]) allows significant asymmetrical distributions of GO terms between groups of genes to be found.*FatiWise* ([@b6]) does the same with InterPro motifs ([@b26]), KEGG ([@b27]) pathways and SwissProt keywords, when available.*TransFAT* performs the same operations for putative transcription factor binding sites in the promoter regions of genes as predicted by the program Match ([@b28]), from the Transfac^®^ database ([@b29]).*TMT*, the Tissues Mining Tool, is a web application to extract significant information related to the differential expression of two sets of genes in tissues.*FatiScan* allows the detection of modest but coordinate changes in gene expression values by applying the FatiGO algorithm to lists of genes ordered according to their differences in expression. All these tools, in addition of being connected to GEPAS (because of its obvious usefulness for the analysis of microarray data), are grouped as an independent resource called Babelomics ([@b7]). Babelomics has, at its general purpose, the facilitation of functional annotation in any type of high-throughput experiments (proteomics, interactomics, massive sequencing, etc.).

In terms of its internal architecture, GEPAS is a collection of programs mainly written in C++, although some were written in other programming languages such as R \[DNMAD ([@b9])\] or PERL \[Preprocessor ([@b12])\]. These modules are interconnected by PERL wrappers.

A PIPELINE OF MICROARRAY DATA ANALYSIS TOOLS
============================================

The efficiency of a modular package such as GEPAS lies largely in its degree of integration of the different data analysis tools. Users can move through a complete pipeline of data analysis in a transparent way, without needing to perform any reformatting operation. In addition, a properly designed workflow can help to prevent possible wrong operations in microarray data analysis owing to misconceptions. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the structure of the GEPAS pipeline. Raw data can be loaded and normalized. Several data transformation options are available through the Preprocessor tool. Depending on the particular problem addressed, data can be directed to any of the three main types of analysis: CGH-array, unsupervised clustering and supervised analysis (gene selection or predictors). A functional annotation is possible from the last two options. GEPAS has been designed in a way that prevents possible misuses of the methods implemented in the package.

TRAINING PROGRAMME AND GEPAS
============================

In addition to the tools, a collection of on-line tutorials that can be used to learn the use of the tools or as a part of a course is available on the GEPAS web page. The structure of the tutorials includes some theory, a guided example and several examples based on publicly available datasets. There are tutorials for (i) normalization using DNMAD, (ii) data preprocessing using the Preprocessor tool, (iii) data clustering using the different algorithms available (UPGMA, SOM, SOTA), (iv) selection of differentially expressed genes using the Pomelo tool and (v) functional annotation using FatiGO.

The tutorials are currently used on different courses, such as a masters in bioinformatics (Spain) and the international FCUL-IGC Post-Graduate Programme in Bioinformatics (<http://bioinformatics.fc.ul.pt/>).

CONSOLIDATION OF GEPAS AS A WIDELY USED PACKAGE
===============================================

Our records indicate that, since March 2004, GEPAS has been used to analyse \>76 000 experiments, with a daily average of almost 300 uses (statistics can be checked at <http://bioinfo.cnio.es/docus/webalizer/> on the different pages for GEPAS, and the particular pages for Pomelo, Tnasas, DNMAD and FatiGO, which are independently monitored). Compared with last year\'s records (35 000 experiments per year with a daily average of 130) ([@b6]), there has been a clear increase in the use of the tool. The distribution of users has also changed. Whereas one year ago it was used more by Spanish researchers (25%), followed by US (.edu and .net domains) (15%), French (10%), UK (5%) and other users (Japanese, German, Dutch, etc.) ([@b6]) the profile of users during this last year has changed to 23% US (.edu and .net), 9% French, 6% Spanish, 5% UK and others. These figures suggest that GEPAS seems to be becoming more popular among US-based researchers. Obviously the usage in all countries has increased, since the remainder of the percentages appear to maintain the same level while the absolute number of uses has increased 2-fold.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Despite the availability of many programs and packages for microarray data analysis, there are still many aspects of the analysis with poor or incomplete coverage. There are a number of options for analysing DNA microarray data (see e.g. <http://www.dnamicroarrays.info/software.html>). Most of the software available for microarray data analysis focuses on unsupervised cluster methods, which, in many cases, are used for inadequate purposes ([@b23]). There are also different initiatives such as BASE ([@b30]), Bioconductor ([@b31]) and BRB tools (<http://linus.nci.nih.gov/BRB-ArrayTools.html>), but these are in some cases dependent on a particular computer operating system and usually require from the user previous training in statistics. GEPAS can be considered the most complete web-based resource that can be found nowadays.

Since the first release ([@b5],[@b6]), GEPAS has avoided the temptation to become a list of as many methods as possible and evolved really to cope with new challenges that have emerged in the field of microarray data analysis. Much work has been invested in the implementation of a useful workflow. GEPAS provides the user with an integrated environment in which modules can be found for different types of analysis that respond to real analysis demands. Modules are connected in such a way as to avoid improper use of the tools.

From a technical point of view, GEPAS has been designed with the intention of taking full advantage of the properties of the web: connectivity, cross-platform compatibility and remote usage. The modular architecture allows the addition of new tools and facilitates the connectivity of GEPAS from and to other web-based tools.

With \>76 000 experiments analysed during the last year and a daily average of almost 300 uses, GEPAS can be considered a consolidated tool in the field of microarray data analysis.
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![The GEPAS pipeline. The figure summarizes the most important features of the GEPAS pipeline. Black arrows show the flow of information from the raw data to the three main types of analysis: CGH-array, unsupervised clustering and supervised analysis (gene selection or predictors). Functional annotation is possible from the latter two options. Grey arrows represent the possibility to re-analyse parts of the experiments.](gki500f1){#fig1}

![The zoom tool of InSilicoCGH in action. Clicking on the desired chromosomal region produces a pop-up window with a zoom facility. The user can freely move around the point chosen and can easily visualize in detail the hybridization values. Borders of deleted or amplified regions can be precisely defined in this way.](gki500f2){#fig2}
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